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Weep Impact

On 20 November 1913, the ardent moviegoer Franz Kalka jotted down
a few notes that would altnost become proverbial. Lntroducing a short
paragraph \.yritten in telegraphic style, Katka admitted to his diary, "Was
at the movies. Wept." I JlIdging from the entJy's matter-of.. faetness,
weeping at the movies was not something overly astonishing to him. Still,
Kafka found the tearful incident remarkable enough to devote it this day's
entire entry. Weepulg aver the cinema's "boundless entertainment," as he
calls it, seems to stand out positively frolll his n0I111al course of life. Later,
the literaly eritie Willy Haas would comment on Katka's tears, .. , ean still
see Kafka in front 01' me like that: his face averted, lest one 01' us observe
him, wiping the tears from his eyes with the back 01' his hand."z

The Kalka anecdote illustrates three aspects 01' cinematic crying. First,
all kinds 01' people weep at the movies-no matter if he 01' slte is a
modernist \.yriter like Kalka, an academic like the eminent art historian
Ernst H. Gombrich, who once said, "1 don't recall having wept in li-ont 01'
a painting, though certainly at the movies ... ,,,3 01' a Itead of government
such as the fOl1ner Gel1nan chancellor Gerhard Schröder, who admitted
that he cried during the 2003 soccer melodrama Das Wunder von Bem. ~
Second, watching "boundless entertainment" at the movie theater allows
1'01' an unllsual, treasured, pleasurable lived..body experience that rises
above tlte flux 01' everyday life. TIjird, at the movies we do not clY overtly.
Since it carries an element 01' shamefulness, weeping at weepies is
something hidden from others. Even if some people talk about it quite
frankly in retrospect, during the film cinematic tears are a secretive
secretion.

This essay tries to shed some light on what il means to cry inside the
movie theater. Ldo not follow the question how the film makes lIS cry-T
simply take it for granted that some films succeed in doing so. Lnstead,
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what follows is a sketch of the tearflll experience of weeping during a
moving movie: a phenomenological description of cinematic tears. 5 In the
existential version of phenomenology favored here. the viewer's
relatedness to the film cannot be uncoupled from the social situation inside
the cinema, nor can it be separated from the lived-body experience. Ilence
the collective viewing situation as weil as the embodied self will play CI

crucial role for my observations. Dmwing on phenomenological studies by
Helmuth Plessner, Jack Katz, and Hennalm ScllIllitz, my account tries to
fill a conspicuous void. 6 It is a cOIlll11onplace among researchers to
comment on the general scarcity of academic literature on crying-a lack
that is particularly striking when it comes to cinematic tears. 7

Two aspects will dominate my phenomenological description. First,
the individuali::.ing experience oftears: Due to their potential shamefulness
and their isolating effect, tears have a double tendency to throw us back on
ourselves while simultaneously distancing us fTOm the rest ofthe audience.
Second, their powerful emotional and hence bodily experience: The radical
break that comes with tears transfonlls our mundane disembodied
existence into a highly involving state of somatic consciousness. In a final
Illove, I will attribute compensatory value to this foregrounding of the
body: Cinematic tears counter the widespread somatic restraint prevailing
in our advanced modern disembodied way of life.Kprecisely because the
body is so often kept in the shade, bringing it out into the open via tears,
can be high1y pleasllrable.

Fears for Tears: Thc Threat of Shame in Wccping

But why should weeping have an individualizing elfect on the viewer?
There are I\vo reasons: first, the isolating tendency 01' impending shame
throllgh clJ'ing; second, tbe isolating tendency 01' clJling through tears.

Let us look at shame first. ln Western clliture, adult crying is
predominantly a private phenomenon rather than a social interaction that
occurs face-to-face. At home, we ery over lovesickness 01' our baby
smiling at us; we cry over a moving novel or the torture 01' sustained
physical pain. TIle public display 01' tears, however, is limited to few
occasiolls, with funerals, award ceremonies, and SPOlt events among the
most prominent. Apart fi'om these instances, public crying results in-or
is, at least, threatened by-shame. In his brilliant phenomellological study
Holl' Emotions Work (1999), the sociologist Jack Katz has shown Ihat the
emotion 01' shame derives from an intersubjective awareness that one no
longer belongs to a comJllunity but is-infacl or in inwginalion-exposed

in front of this group. As a eonseqllenee, shame is delined by an
experience of slanding oul, 01' being detached j:;'om the group.9

The same goes for tears in the anonymous, alien crowd of the movie
theater. Even if it is sometimes argued that the cinema belongs to the
places that grant us a Iicense to cry in public, this is in fact not the case.
Whenever we cry at the movies, we teel potentially threatened by the
isolating effect 01' shame. This can unmistakably be deduced from our
crying behavior. Tears might literally be in the eyes of the beholder-but
at the same time they can also be on display for others. Ir praetieed too
pereeptibly, neither the darkness nor the soundtTack can hide the visible
and audible signs of crying. As a consequence, viewers rarely sob 01' moan
IOlldly. They sniflle quietly, pull out their handkerchiefs inconspicuously,
and hide the moistness 01' their eyes by blinking back their tears. Crying
discreetly, we tT)' to avoid the attention that would make us stand out. And
here it makes no big difference if we shed tears of sadness or joy. In
discussions about melodramatic emotions, tears ofjoy are often neglected.
But crying at the movies not only derives from pity and sadness but also
fTom emphatic joy. Hence a tear-jerker is not necessarily a sad movie.
Whether we weep over the death of the heroine (as in Love Story, 1970) 01'

the rise 01' the hero (as in Rocky, 1976), whether we shed tears over ".vo
lovers parting at the airport (as in Casablanca, 1942) 01' over families
rellnited at an air base (as in Arlllogeddon. 1998}--lhe lhreat 01' shame
remains.

Particularly vital instances 01' impending shame occur in melodramatic
films wh ich-on a more cognitive plane--we consider ideologically
questionable or intellectually cheap and which make us weep nonetheless.
The tears shed over these films are the unen'ing proof that something has
happened to us, that the movie has moved us, and that we have reacted
emotionally even though it was despite ourselves. Hence these films cause
a conllict. On the one hand. we Imow that thc film is meist or misogynist
or simply artistically inferior. On the olher hand. we feel that it moves us
anyway. The problem is that tears only signal the latter while our rational
and moral disagreement remains concealed. We therel'ore try to hide our
tears all the more desperately. Last but not least, the shameful aspect
carries on even after the film has ended. Often viewers leave the
auditorium quietly and discreetly. talking little, acting reclusively. Still
wrapped in their own emotionality, they shun the potentially cmbarrassing
gaze 01' others. The ret'rospeetive talk about tears mentioned above occurs
only after the emotional tidal wave has ebbed.

So lar, I have used the words "crying" and "weeping" sYllollymously.
Arthur Koestler, however, suggests a heuristic distinction between both
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terms tl18t will help us get closer to what it means to shed tears at the
movies:

Weeping has two basic retlex-characteristics which are found in all its
varieties: the overflow or tbe tear-glands and a specific fonl1 01' breathing.
[ ... ] C,yil/g, on the other hand, is the elllittillg of SOlUlds signaling distress,
protest, or some other emotions. lt may be cOlllbined with, or altelllale
with, weeping. 'O

Koestler underscores that when we have a "good ery" at the movies, we, in
fact, do not cry but weep. This is the case precisely because we want to
avoid sharne. Weeping does not, by definition, involve sounds; it is
inaudible. Since one 01' the movie theater's structural characteristics is
darkness, weeping is also rather invisible. Consequently, the movie theater
might not belong to the pIaces that grant us a license to CI)' in public, but it
certainly allows us to weep.

But even in weeping the threat of shame is dangling over the viewer's
bead like tbe sword 01' Damocles. First, there are other noticeable
movements and sounds that come with it (even if they do not belong to
weeping itselt): the rummaging 1'01' a hankie, the covert wiping away ofthe
tears, tbe blowing 01' one's nose, etc. Second, since weeping is not a far
cry from crying, we cannot let go but always have to be on the lookout.
Even if we manage to escape the radical singling out 01' shame itself.
feeling the intersubjective pressure of the potentially shameful gaze 01'
others puts us at a distance to the rest 01' the audience. In weeping, we are
not fused into a collective whole as in cOJllic laughter or shocked
screaming but remain wary 01' others. In some situations, this shame alert
is so strong timt we become detached from the movie: we concentrate
more on fighting back our tears than paying at1ention to the film. 01', in
order to avoid emotional involvernent, we distance ourselves from the film
by focusing on the teclmical and mtistic aspects. 11

However, we are only threalened by sharne if we are arraid 01' being
singled out and revealed in front ofthe (cinematic) cOl11l11unity in the first
place. This is not the case when we feel utterly safe and securely at home
inside the group as a whole 01' at least a sutTiciently reassuring par' 01' il. 11'
we are thoroughly interwoven with a cOl11munity 01' likeminded friends
sit1ing Ilext 10 us, the intersubjective pressures 01' the movie theater turn
less effective. The fTiends erect a bulwark around us and protcct us I'Tom
the invading gaze of others-which, in turn, grants us a certaill leeway in
terms 01' our crying 01' weeping behavior. The strength 01' this bulwark
varies considerably though. Some people are content with one person;
others cannot let go even il' surrounded by a whole group 01' e10se friends.

The degree to which a viewer can eliminate the threat 01' shame \,vill
detennine how f'ar weeping can become a collective rather than an
individual experience. Here, women have an obvious advantage. Since in
We~tern cul.tur~s crying and weeping are predominantly at their disposal,
~he II1tersu~le~t1Ve .s~akes are much higher for men-a fact that evidently
mlluences thelr ablhty to weep logelher. What Sue Harper and Vincent
Porter found out about postwar audiences in Britain is still valid today:
"Men who found themselves on the verge 01' tears reported a sense 01'
isolation rrom others in the audience.,,12

The male disadvantage in the crying game is certainly one major
reason why melodramas are preferred by women. 13 In the movie theater
tearl'ul men feel mllch more promptly exposed in front 01' the group. As ~
result, they cannot fully partake in what is the condition sine qua non 1'01'
enjoying the genre: being moved to tears. Mockery and derision are
frequent compensatory reactions. However, this sweeping argument holds
only ifwe talk about the kinds 01' melodrama that we commonly (that is, in
everyday speech) understand as emblematic for the genre: the women's
weepie and the family melodrama. Yet, Linda Williams has famously
argued that th~ notion 01' "melodrama" designates less a specific genre
than a pervaslve mode 01' American cinema as a whole. H Taking
Williams's stand-point, we would have to modiry the argument about
weeping I11cn. There are a nUl11ber 01' genres that reduce the pressure 01'
intersubjectivity and the threat of shallle. Here men can allow themselves
on~ tear or another. I am thinking in particlllar about lhe sports film, to
whlch former chancellor Schröder's confession attests. But also cenain
war films (such as Saving Privale RV(1I1, 1998) and disaster movies (such
as Armageddon, 1998) come to mind. 15 Apart from the genre. the
respectability 01' both the director and the film mode--c1assical Hollywood
versus art cinema, in David Bordwell's terlllinology 16-might grant a
certain leeway to men as weil. It is certainly easier for thern to cry in
response to lhe melodramatic art cinema 01' Lars von Triel' (Breaking Ihe
Waves" 1996), Pedro Almodovar (Todo sobre mi madre, 1999),01' Wong
kar wal (In 'he Moodfor LOI'e, 2000) than to a e1assical women's weepie
such as King Vidor's Sle/la Daflas (1937). Hence, what we are moved bv
detellllines whether we can allow ourselves to be moved to tears 01' not. .

Me, Myself, and Eye: The Isolating Efleet of Tears

The intersubjective burden 01' shamel'ul tears is not the only reason
why the melodrama (in the narrower sense) tends towards the
individualizing end 01' the genre spectrum-a spectTllJll that stretches frolll
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pornography as the most individualizing to comedies as the most
communalizing genre. The aet of weeping itself entails a phenomenological
sense of detaehment [rom the world. This is a valid fact even when we
watch the film alone. Ln weeping, we are not only emotionally captivated
by the movie in a passive way; we also actively have to tear down our
inner baITiers in order to be flooded by tears. "Through [this] aet of inner
capitulation," Helmuth Plessner adds, "the person separates him- or herseil'
from the situation of nomlal behavior in the sense 01' isolation. With this
act, the deeply moved person partakes in the anonymous 'answer' ofhis 01'
her body. Thus, the erier seeludes him- 01' herself f'rom the world.,,17 In
weeping, we cut ourselves off and become self-eentered, focllsed almosl
exclusively on our lived-body interaction with the film, relegating the rest
of the cinematic surroundings to the /'ringe of experience. Obviously, this
is possible only within the boundaries of inconspieuous weeping. The
eloser we approach the realm of overt crying, the more imminent the threal
of shame, and the more we have to take into aceount the rest 01' the
audience.

Weeping affeets us the deeper, the more su~jectively and with greater
inner resonanee it takes possession of us. "Here the fact that others are also
moved must have an inhibitory effect," Plessner notes. 18 While tears on
the screen cau have a highly pleasurable effeet on us by making us weep in
empathic mimiery, sniffling 01' even blatant erying in the auditorium can
result in distraetion. \9 Hence by taeit mutual agreement the rules of
behavior demand silent weeping. As a eonsequenee, in the movie theater
we not only try to avoid displaying our tears 10 others, but we also avoid,
by and Iarge, the tear display 01 others. Overt erying would not ollly
disrupt the various personal interactions between the sh'ongly affected,
individualized viewers and the film. As all lIneOll1l1lon aet of cOllduct
against the backdrop of silent weeping, it would also assume a different
function: crying out loud would become a means 01' commllnication,
signaling distress 01' psychological disturbance. something that weeping
precisely circumvents. In contrast to lallghing, then. weeping is rarely
contagious-at least in response to our co-viewers if not to the charaelers
on the sereen. Although Plessner talks about the "danger of eontagion" in
the "spontaneolls crowd accumulations of our highly eivilized mass
world," this description hardly applies to our expericnce at the movies.20

What might be true for pop-concerts (eonsider the clying hysteria evoked
by The Beatles 01' Robbie Williams), does not count with regard to the
cinematic experience where we are steeped in a very indivielualized form
of weeping rather than clJ1ing. Ln most cases weeping spectators do not

look for confinnation 01' support but bury themselves in the private
pleasllre of sadness 01' tearful joy.

The isolating teneleney of tears can be further illustrated by the specifie
breathing patterns, body postures, anel corporeal 1I10tions that come with
weeping. This is especially striking if one contrasts the inward-directeel,
individllalizing characteristics 01' weeping with the olilWard-directed,
conul1l1nalizing features of lallghing. While the breathing pattern of
weeping consists in aseries of short, deep, gasping in-spirations. the
breathing pattern of laughing is characterized by the exact opposite: bursts
of ex-piratoly puffs. While the person who weeps lets the head droop
(sllggesting inwardness alld self-centeredness), the person who laughs
tenels to throw his head back (showing openness to the world). And while
in weeping the muscles go flabby, the shoulders slump forward, and the
whole postlIre rellects a bodily escape from the outer into the inner world,
lallghter contracts the l11uscles and throws the body into violent 1110tion,
thus communicating a tendency towards the exterior world. 2

\ ln short:
dejection and faintness in the first case, elevation and an urge to move in
the second.

However, this phenomenological aceount leaves one essential question
open: Why does the potential shamefulness and individualizing tendeney
01' weeping not prevent people [rom watching melodramas in public?
Other than heterosexual pornography (a genre that has almost completely
l110ved from the pllblic adult movie theaters to the private TV and
computer SlllTOlll1dings), melodramas still attract large crowds to the
cinema. 22 In fact, they range al110ng the biggest box-office successes of all
times-from Gone wilh the Wind (1939) to Tilanic (1997). The
discrepaney between pom and melodrama can be explained quite easily.
Whilc we can eertainly escape the burden of shame and pleasllrably
respond to the arollsal of melodrama by weeping inconspicllously, wc can
hardly avoiel a shal11eflll situation and respond to the arousal of pom by an
unnotieeable masturbation. Ln other words, in a public place like the movie
theater, getting satisfaction from the tear-jerker is much easier than
jerking-off satis(yingly.

Still, this does not explain the strong tendency to watch melodramas in
a theater. Apart from soeiological reasons like dating habits, group
pressure, or meelia hype. an il11portant reason is the cinema's heightened
aesthctic effect. A film Iike Titanic owes parts of its success to the fact that
the movie theater (and the multi- anel megaplex cinema in specific) moves
and stirs the emotions mueh more powerl'ully than the television or
computer screen. It enables a highly attentive experience in whieh nothing
is supposed to distlJrb the immersion 01' the viewer in the filmie world.
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Therefore the pleasure of tearful sadness or joy can be experienced more
fully in the cinema than in the ersatz environment of the living-room
television set. We go and watch a melodrama in the theater despile its
collective sUIToundings.

However, and here I come back to the exception mentioned above,
there are instances in which we enjoy weeping in the movie theater
becallse oJ its collective environment. Whenever we sense a great
familiarity with other viewers and whenever the possibility of being
exposed in front of an alien crowd is reduced to aminimum, the
individualizing threat of shame loses momentllm. This is the case when we
are surrollnded by friends 01' when the film addresses us and binds us
together as a specific group, ethnicity, dass, 01' nation. In these moments
we are not only able to weep together but el'ljoy il as a collective
experience. We share our supply of tissues 01' grab the hand of our partner,
thus creating a physical as weil as phenomenological bond that bridges the
individualizing gap resulting from tears. While we do not fully fuse into a
collective whole as in the case of hilarious laughter 01' shocked
screaming-since it hardly ever occurs that we CIY together overtly but
rather weep silently-a collective feeling prevails nonetheless, precisely
because we are aware that we do not weep alone. Again, Tilanic might
serve as a case in point: Hs famous female teenage audience ollen attended
tbe movie in large groups of friends because (hey could enjoy weeping as
a community. What is more, these teenage girls, for whom the threshold 01'
public weeping is lower anyway, shared a similar identity, which further
broke down the baITiers of weeping. It bound them together as an instant
conununity in front of which they did not have to feel ashamed.23 This
similar identity comprised their age, their gender, their shared adoration 01'
Leonardo DiCaprio, their identification with the not-too-beautiful
attractiveness of the Kate-Winslet character, their devotion to the Celine
Dion soundtrack, and othcr shared characteristics?4

Nevertheless, weeping together has a drawback. As we have seen. the
isolating tendency of weeping results in a strong individual engagement
with the film. Jf we do not give ourselves up to the movie but focus on our
weeping neighbors as weil, we put something between us and the lilm. In
other words, we slightly increase the phenomenological distance to the
filmic world. Obviously, this does not imply an either-or scenario: We are
able to concentrate on the film und our neighbors. But splitting our
attention takes away the full tear-jerking potential of the movie and lessens
our private joy of tears. Consequently, there is a shill in pleasure
emphasis: from the private pleasure 01' tears to the eolleelive experience of
weeping together with our peers of tears.

Eye Confess: Weeping as Emotional Self-Admission
without Words

But why do we weep at all? In the movie theater most of the funetions
commonly ascribed to tears are not in effect: to inhibit aggression and
signal surrender, to elieit help 01' compassion from others, to prove
emotional solidarity. etc. Tears generally place a serious demand upon our
environment by begging for reaetions. 25 Tears are so obviously there, so
conspicuously communicating some significant emotional tlIrmoil that a
person who watches someone else weeping 01' even crying is expected to
act. This implies, in turn. whenever we get teary-eyed, special attention is
paid to us. Katz has described in minute detail how crying works as an
effective interaction strategy used to elicit desired responses fTom others. 26

In the movie theater. quite the opposite is the case. We deliberately
renounce the communicative function of tears-and not just because tears
come with the threat of shame. We shed them dandestinely on our own

JOI' our OWll pleasurable ends. It Illight be true that sometimes we hope that
our partner 01' someone else will recognize our tears and comfort uso But
this is the case primarily when we do not respond directly to the filmic
world but only indirectly by way 01' happy 01' painful personal mel110ries
triggered by the film. In her book CI)Jing al Ihe Movies (2002), Madeion
Sprengnether describes various instances in which she broke dOWll in tears
because of the sad. traumatic memories specific films brought back. 27 In
these cases. she shed tears 110t because 01' the moving movies themselves
but because ofthe reminiscences they evoked.

However, weeping al the movies proper is an activity that we often
wish 10 caTlY out privale'y (which does not necessarily mean alone). The
specilic sltn"oundings of the movie theater further silence the
comlllunicativeness of tears in manifold ways. The enveloping darkness,
the unidirectional seating position, the backrest in combination \.vith
stadium seating, the all-encolllpassing loudness of Illusic and sOlmd
effects, the immersive quality of the melodralllatic movie--all 01' these
characteristics hamper both our ability to communicate and the other
spectators' attention directed at us. They sil11ultaneously conceal us and
redirect the focus of the other viewers. Hence we can and do shed tears
witholll begging 1'01' respol1se--provided that we remain content with
discrete weeping rather thall overt crying. But tears are not only a way of
shaping social interaction; they always also come with a specific fonn of
individual experience. Since in cinematic weeping the communicative
function is muted. we should be prepared to find the meaning of shedding
cinematic tears in its experiential aspect-an experience that we crave and
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enjoy. In this context, it is imporlant 10 remell1ber what I have mcnlioned
before: We are not passively flooded by lears but have 10 give in to them
aetively-we have to let them happen.

This is true in two respects: first of all, we can always look sOll1ewhere
else 01' leave the theater before the film starts to overwhelrn us. In horror
movies, people often cover their eyes and ears beeause they feellhrealened
by the brutality 01' repulsiveness of what they perceive. Maybe more
apposite: in psycho thrillers, a genre comparable 10 melodrama in its deep
inunersive experience and strong reliance on sympalhy and empalhy,
viewers sometimes look away because Ihey can no longer endure the
intense engagement with the filmic world. Hence the decision to remain
entangled with the tear-jerking world of Ihc melodrall1alic movie is an
acfive one.

Secondly, tears in the movie theater are not a physiologieal reaction to
a physical irritation. When I cut onions or ride my bieycle on a eold day, I
cannot avoid tears. Cinematic tears, on the olher hand, do not reflex-like
answer a stimulus. When I watch a film, I can "fighl back" Ihe surge of
tears before I eventually give in and "break down." Spurred by the power
of emotions, tears seem to besiege us from within. ßut Ihe)' do nol flow
before we let it happen. Hence weeping at the movies consiSIS of bOlh a
passive being done by and an active doing, a passive emotional caplivalion
and an active drawing on the body.28 We walch a sad, pitiful, depressing.
joyful, exhilarating, 01' beauliful scene and are emolionally eaptivaled (the
being-done-by part). However, being emolionally involved is only a
necessary component of weeping-not a sufficient one. Emotions like
sadness 01' joy can take possession of us aulhenlically and forcefully
without resulting in tears. Weeping therefore requires an "act 01' inner
capitulation," as Plessner puls it. 29 The fact that we give in 10 cinematic
tears only in favorable situations underscores the Ihesis 01' an active
capitulalion. Think of sitting in the movie Ihealer next 10 your boss 01' the
woman of your dreams--ehances are high Ihat you do nol lei Ihc tcars
tlow freely simply because you decide againsl il for good reasons. We
have to release the hold of ourselves in order 10 release a load of lears (Ihe
doing part).30

The inner act of eapitulation in weeping is a unique, non-verbal,
embodied way of "admitting" to ourselves emphalically thai our bodies
are powerflll1y moved, unutterably moved, unusually moved-in facl,
moved to tears. One key word of!en used to characterize melodrama is
"excessive." lJl melodrama, life is blown up 10 oversized proportions. The
viewer is constantly confronted with scencs thai are larger Ihan life:
inhuman suffering, the unbelievable overcollling or insurmountable

obstacles, great loss. enorlllous success against all odds, etc. Me)odramalic
secnes are so sad 01' pitiful, joyful 01' beautiful that our bodies have no
other appropriate response at hand but to resol'l to tears. This is especially
true for Ihe movie theater where talking is not an option. Katz notes,
"Where social customs demand a respeclfully silent and stalionary
watching, tears ollen elllerge as the only out let tor an irresistibly
responsive grasping of the happenings.,,3) Moreover, tears are olten a
response to a siluation Ihat could not be answered by speech anyway:
words would distracL sound inappropriately banal, 01' make insufficient
sense beeause they could not caplure the experience. Hence in a erying
situation, the crier is literally lef! speechless but is nevertheless able to
admil to him- 01' herselfthe deep emotional involvement.

In the movie theater, no one else is supposed 10 overhear this
admission. Tears are thus a form of somatic se(fconfession. Theyex-press
quite fluidly, in the most literal sense. our strong emotional involvement.
The wordless response of tears is so significant that we even perfonn it in
private. (This aspect, by the way. points once more to the individualizing
tendency of weeping at the movies: while we weep alone in tront 01' the
TV set, we rarely laugh oul loud when we watch a comedy by ourselves.)
Somelimes our emotionally "gripped," "captivated," and "moved" body
Illakes this "statement" even againsf our cognitive reluctance 10 hear whal
it has to tell us, as in the case of intellectllally 01' ideologically dubious
movies.

Now, if it is tTue what Plessner says-that crying is less immediate
than laughing. that il involves an act of self-abandonment, that we have to
give in to our emotions before tears can come--then weeping in the face
of inlellectually inferior 01' ideologically dubious movies hints strongly
towards the guilty pleasure of teary eyes. 32 If we know that the movie is
questionable and nevertheless give in to the gradual (not abrupt!) surge of
tears, Ihen Ihe experience of weeping must provide a pleasure 01'

gratification hitherto unmentioned. As a female fan of Titanic put it, "\t's
so much bettel' to cry because it makes the movie so much more
enjoyable.,,33 A psychological sludy designed to test Ihe appeal of tear
jel'kers implicilly contirmed the reaclion of the Titanie devotee. The test
persons who feit saddesl while watehing the 1989 melodrama Steel
Magnolias were also the ones who enjoyed it most thoroughly.34 The
queslion is-why? What exactly is the pleasure of being moved to tears?
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The Best Tears of Our Lives? Why Cinelnatic Weeping
is so Enjoyable

The answer lies hidden precisely in the corporeal "statemenl" that we
as embodied beings make to ourselves: tears literally bring our bodies to
mind. 3S Hence in weeping, we live through a specific corporeal
metamorphosis in which our otherwise absent bodies enter the foreground
01' awareness. 36 I11 everyday conduct, the lived-body is tacilly taken for
granted and kept in the background 01' consciousness. When I sit in the
cinema, r am virtually not aware 01' my eyes watching, my hands leaning
on the annrest, my throat swallowing the bucket full of popcorn... My
consciousness is dedicated almost wholly to the movie. More precisely,
while my ambienl consciousness is involved wilh my silting in the
cinematic Here, my ioeal consciousness is devoted to the lilmic There.
The situation changes, however, once we leave the non-emotional (or,
given the continuous nature of the matter, we should say relalively non
emotional) flux 01' mundane concerns and enter an emotional situation.3?

Jack Katz explains, "The one constancy in the melamorphoses that
distinguish different emotions is a sensual tllming 01' one's at1ention to
regions of the body that, outside 01' one's own direct awareness, had been
employed to construct behaviour. [ ... ] [l1n emotional experience one
turns, sensually rather than via thought, toward background cOlvoreal
foundations 01' the seI f. ,,38

Tuming consciousness to an utherwise hidden region of the body is
obviously not an exclusive characteristic 01' the tear-jerker. The repulsive
monster 01' the horror movie, the suspenseful constellation of the thriller,
the absurd slapstick of the comedy-in every case, the reaeting bady is
called forth in different ways. These differences not only concern how the
lived-body is affected but also how comprehensively il is involved. The
frighteniJlg confrontation with the monster is a wholesale emotional
captivation that has to be distinguished from a more peripheml reaction
such as the nausea caused by cinematic disgusl. While lear aflects our
selves as a whole, disgust is restricted to loeal areas of the body such as
the stomach or the gorge. Similarly, the sad 01' joyful grip of the
melodrama touches the viewer completely, but once he 01' she gives in to
tears the lived-body experience is predominantly concentratecl on the face
and specifically the eyes. Moreover, the somalic lranslonllation 01" the
tear-jerker is characterized by an outstanding peculiarity: it brings to the
fore the only three-dimensional ou/-come of the body that is socially
accepled in the movie theater and not considered (l~icct. 1\5 such, tears
markedly differ from other secretions such as feees, urine. I11UCUS, vomit,

01' semen. Ln comparison to those secretions, the advantage ofweeping lies
in its prox illlity to the central perceptual engagement of the movies: the act
of viewing. While vomiting as a disgusted response to bestial violence or
monstrosity by necessity draws our attention away fi'om the screen,
melodralllatic weeping does not. Even if tears put a liquid film between us
and the film, they are transparent enough, both in the metaphoric and the
literal sense, to allow for a continuous engagement with the onscreen
world. It would be wrong to assert that in weeping we pay no more
attention [0 the 11I0vie--far [TOm it. Rather, we are suspended in a state-in
between. Isolating us /Tom the rest of the audience and thus relegating to
the background of awareness the social aspect of our cinematic
experience, weeping makes us pay attention primarily to the melodramatic
movie as weil as to our foregrounded body.

Shedding tears in the movie theater is therefore nothing more and
nothing less than a way of enjoying a publicly accepted. powerful
experience of the body.39 As we have seen, weeping depends on two
components: a passive emotional captivation and an active tearful
capitulation. While strong emotional involvements can be gratilying per
se, tears add another turn 01' the screw. They put the exclamation mark of
an ex/ernal outpouring behind the in/ernal tunnoil of our emotional
experience. But not every loregrounding of the body is pleasurable, not
every secretion enjoyable. IJI illness or pain the body comes to mind as
weIl. Vomiting or blowing one's nose entail secretions, too. Vet, how
many people puke passionately, how many sick persons lie in bed
enthusiastically? What, then, is the reason we enjoy the foregroundin o of
the body in weeping? e-

We could evade the question by pointing out that the descriptive
llIethod of phenomenology comes to an end when a causaI explanation is
needed. However, in the case of weeping, the lived-body phenomenology
01' Hennann Schmitz provides a elue to a slightly more satisfying answer.
With Schmitz, I would argue that the specific pleasure of tears lies, at least
palily. in the lived-body's (not the p/~ysiological body's) tendency to
dissolve, soften. and expand. 40 '"Dissolving into tears," the lived-body
gives up its tense, hardened state required by daily life in general and
masculinily in specific and acquires a momentary state of sofiness. 41 In
order to appreciate the softening effect of weeping, we do not have to
bel ieve the idle talk of the "healing powers" of tears. The softening of the
lived-body simply provides a pleasurable feeling that is not unlike the
dissolving feeling one experiences when taking a relaxing bath. Moreover,
as tears Ilow by, the viewer seems to be freed from a pressing constriction
(or tension) and starts to experience a feeling 01' lived-body expansion.
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Sclunitz even talks about a "flight from constriction into expansion. ,,~2 It is
precisely the transformation 01' the lived-body from a tight emd lense stale
into a soft and expanded one that makes weeping al the movies so
pleasurable.43

These softening as weil as expansive tendeneies are obviollsly part 01'
everyday weeping as weil. But in most cases they eannot be experienced
as fully and enjoyably as the tears 01' aesthetic experiences. There are at
least four reasons: First, in non-aesthetic weeping our personal existenee is
often too intricately interwoven with thc cOl/se and the elllotions that we
give in to. Crying over the death of my grandfather is not enjoyable
beeause I suffer from an aell/al great loss, whereas the lears spilled over
the ficlional death 01', say, Bambi's mother ean be pleasurable. Second,
aesthetie experienees are free from any responsibility to aCl.44 When Jack
Dawson (Leonardo DiCaprio) drowns onsereen with the Titanie, we ean
enjoy our weeping because there is no chance for us to intervene. Third,
we can enjoy even the ambivalent tears eallsed by movies running counter
to our moral convictions beeause aesthetic distance grants us a cerlain
leeway in terms 01' moral evaluation. We do not have to be morally
outraged as much as in real-lile precisely because the depiction is
"merely" fictional. And fourth, unlike everyday weeping, tears in the
cinema are pre-paekaged: they are not only available on demand, but the
length and the intensity 01' our involvelllent ean for the most part be
foreseen. In this context, the significance 01' genres comes inlo play.
Genres as communicative tools tell us beforehand what we can expect by
and large. Selecting a melodrama tor tonight's entertainment, we do not
run the risk 01' an unsafe, possibly overwhelming experience but know the
extent 01' our involvement in advance. Thus, watching a melodrama means
that we give in to tears because they allow us an institutionalized,
controlled fonn of experience otherwise hardly availabl at least not in
the secure and regulated form provided by thc movie theater. This
aesthetic experienee has a strong pleasurable and self·affirmative quality
as phenomenologist Mikel Dufrenne reminds us: "Ir the idea 01' an
aesthetie pleasure has any meaning, it is in terms 01' a plcasure experienced
by the body-a pleasure more refined and disereet than that whieh
aecompanies the satisfaction of organic needs, yet one which still
sanctions self-affirmation. ,,.15

The corporeal sell:'affirmation afrorded by mclodrama-inspircel tcars
has to be considered against the baekdrop or our discmbodied way 01' lire
in advanced modem societies-a way of lile in which the body is
suppressed in various ways. While it is lme thai cvcryday cOllduct
generally relies on the absent body as a taeil, takcn-Ior-granted

background, the Western disembodied way of life restrains the body to a
hitherto unknown degree. Mechanization, industrialization, Illotorizatioll,
growing bureaucracy, etc.-all have their share in erfacing our lived-body
experiences. The sOlllatic experiences at the movies, just like other
corporeal leisure activities, acquire a pleasurable compensatory value:
cinematic tears-just as cinelllatic laughter and screaming, just as fear,
thrilI, alld disgust-affirm and confiml that our suppresseel bodies are not
just a background container 01' the mind but can be foregrounded anel can
thus also rouse an awareness of aliveness. Tears might put us in a
preearious, potentially shallleful position but their enwrapping,
individualizing tendency allows for a focused experience of an othelwise
neglected part of ourselves. Thanks to our tears we have a good-a very
good-weep in the dark.
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